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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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In Our 84th Year
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Miss America Thought That
All Was Over In Hotel Fire

impermismieben.
OR CORRECT

TIME and
EMPERATURE

JA*SONVILLE Fla tieti — Mies
America of 1964 her honey-brown
halr covered with grime and her
eyes reddened, said it with stark
simplicity: -I didn't think that we
would get out of there alive."
Clad In a white hospital gown
and sitting in a wheekhair, beauLiful Donna Maim, told newsmen how
she was reacued from the Roosevelt Hotel after spending more than

. an hour in a smoke-filled room on
the 10th floor Sunday.
She met with newsmen only a
few hours after her ordeal.
"The first thing I . heard this
morning was the telephone ringing
In the living room of our suite,"
said the 21-year-old University of
Arkansas student from Ed Dorado,
Ark.
"We just thougtit it was the telephone operator trying to wake us
early, so we ignored It But then I
heard the sirens and smelled the
smoke"
Forced Rack To Room
Miss Axum said she woke her
chaperone, Miss Lucile Previtti of
Lynwood. N. J., and they donned
bath:abets and slippers and tried to
enter the hall.
"The smoke in the hall was ter-rible so we went back into our room,"
KNOXVILLE JP — The Tennes- Miss America said.
"We tried to sbay at the window
see Valley Authority announced today it would pay more than $30 but Lucille passed can and dropped
million into the U. S. Treasury to the floor," she continued 'I
Tueseday.
oould tell she was stall breathing
The payment from the agency's so I diet worry about her. . ."
Miss Air= said she was able to
power revenues is the first half of
more than $40 million In dividends carry on a shouung conversation
for federal appropriations invest- with Bill Cashman, the man in
ments in the TVA power system. charge of her Gator Bowl appearThe second payment will be made in ance. as he stood In the street beJune.
low.
Asked what she said to him. MLss
A TVA spokesman saki the amound of the annual dividend ts America mated and answere: "Come
based on the average interest rate se: me."
the Treasury was paying on its own
Miss Az= said that after she
Ilearketable public obligations at the and Miss Previtti had been in the
beginning of the fiscal Year.
room an hour Wiliam Fleiden Jr.,
That rate. 3.425 per cent, applied 19, son 01 the public relations man
to $1.173,911,000 in appropriations from Miami who has been handling
investment in TVA power facilities. her Florida appearance. kicked
Tuesday payment of $20,103.215 clown the door
sill bring to $417 million Use amount
Gambol Acmes Hall
A the twil OM:
Midden then -earl
paid lido the Treasury ante.1043,
men across the hall to the room
it was reported
In June, TVA will make a $10 where he, his father and brother
million repayment of the appropria- were staying.
it was at
tions investment itself, along with
"I didn't know
the dividend. Both are required un- first," Miss Asiansaid. 'but I reder the 1950 power financing cognized him afterhe came into
amendment to the TVA act.
the room After I saw Bill I just
knew everything was going to be all
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Fall Tree Planting
Season Is Ended

4

The 1963 fall tree planting season
.1I/
t came to a close in Calloway Co on
Decernixe 13 when the la.st trees
e were set in the ground Fourteen
tree orders for 89,500 seedlings were
-- received and serviced by the Div aion of Forestry The major portion of the trees were planted by
two contract tree planters. Mayo
Templeton of Paris. Tenn. and
Bradley Overbey of the Penny corn! •munity.
Landowners who participated in
the planting program included John
Ecal Johnson. Grover Wood James.
J H. Jones. J D Murphy. la M
•
Bailee. W W Perry, R. J Chance.
A C Brown, N. A Young, Virginia
Burfoot. Robert Miller, and Hubert
Pittman.
Orders are now being taken for
spring planting at the ABC Office,
Service Forester's Office, County
•
iI
Agent's Office Species available include loblolly pine. shortiesf pine,
white pine, yellow poplar, black locust, and black walnut.
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Ronnie Powell Is
Apprehended In
Chattanooga

Bulletin
WASHINGTON trt — The Sen-

Miss America Saved; Deadly
Smoke Sends Many To Hospital

ate today approved the $3 billion
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21 DIE IN JACKSONVILLE HOTEL FIRE
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For Murray and
Calloway County

In
God
We
Trust

The Parts Promenaders will hold
a new Year's eve square dance tomorrow night from 9:00 to 12:00
p. m at the Paris city auditorium
with Eddie Middleton as the caHer.
All square dances are invited to attend.

Weather
Report
United Peep international
High Yesterdie
Low Yesterday - 7.15 Today —
Snow Remaining ---

39
10
10
—Trace

Western Kentucky — Mostly
sunny and colder today with highs
21 to 26 Fair and continued cold
tonight and Tuesday Lows tonight
5 to 10.
--Temperatures at 5 a m (Elfri:
Louisville 9, Lexington 6, Covington 2, Paducah 11, Bowling Green
12, London 13. HopkinavIlle unreported, Evansville. Ind 8 and Huntington, W Va , unreported.

The elder Fielden said there was
little smoke in his room and that
they waited there quietly until two
firemen came and led them down
10 flights of stairs and out of the
hotel.
Doctors said they would keep her
at the hospital until this morning.
After her release she is to go to
Miami to take part in the Orange
Bowl Parade on New Year's Day.
Doctors said her condition was
excellent and they do not expect
her to experience any ill effects from
the heavy smoke.

City Resident
Passes Away
Johnny C Simmons. age 81 passed
mese Yesterday. December 39. at
340 a. .m. at the Murray Hospital
due to complications from a two
weeks illness.
The deceased was a member of
the Church of Christ of Providence,
Ky.
Mr. Simmons is survived by his
wife. Katie Todd Simmons of 115
E Main Street; two daughters. Mrs.
William Thorn of Evansville, Ind.
and Mrs Everett Bucy of St. Louis,
Mo.: one son. Elbert H Simmons of
St. Louis; one brother Mr. Ace Simmons of Providence, Ky.; 15 grandchildren and 3 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held at the
Max H. Churchil Funeral Home
2:00 p. m with
Chapel Tuesday
Bro. Charlie Swea t and Bro. Henry
Hargis officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray City cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home until the
funeral hour.

Ronnie Powell. charged in Calloway County with breaking and entering Almo School and Hargis
Grocery near Faxon. has been apprehended in Chattanooga, Tennessee, Sheriff Woodrow Rickman reported today
Powell was being held in the Benton jail and broke out recently. He
was charged with breaking arid
entering a store in Chattanooga,
Sheriff Rickman said.

compromise foreign aid money bill,
paving the Way for congressional
adjournment today.

New Center Is
Proposed By
Local Group

1964 Can Be Good
Year Says Khrushchev
By HENRY SHAPIRO
United Press International
ISSOF:COW eat — Premier Nikita
S. Khrushchev said today that 1964
can be 'a year of decisive change
for the better" in the cold war if
the United States and the Soviet
Union 'are united in the interest
STRONTIUM 90 REMOVAL—Leroy Ray (left), chief engineer,
of peace.'
and Joe White. superintendent of the Paul Mueller Company
In an exclusive statement to Unitof Springfield. Mo., cheek the closing assembly on a storage
ed Press International answering
tank that will be used 'se' Producers Creamery for the first
the correspondent's_ questions on
commercial tests of a process to remove strontium 90 from
milk. The Mueller firm Is making the equipment for the
the prospects for peace in 1964.
testing, which will be conducted at the Producers plant in
Khruchchey said he believes agreeLebanon. Mo. The creamery Is part of the Missouri Farmers
ment can be reached on a number
Associatiere The U.S. Departments of Agriculture and
of steps toward relaxing internaHealth, Education and Welfare are participating in the testa.
tional tensions, including reduction
of armed forces and military spending on both sides.
He quoted with approval the words
of the late President Kennedy that
the two nations need a better weapon than the hydrogen bomb or
missiles "and that this better weapon
is peaceful cooperation
He said President Johnson's stated intention to carry on Kennedy's
policies has been met with antiIIncreases
!Motion in the Soviet Union.
Khrushchev cited Soviet budget
cuts for military spending earlier
this month and said: 'It would be
a good thing if other states took
I would call it
similar action
a policy of minuel fxample of the
arms race."

etail Business
Here
y Million $$

Famed Composer
Dies In Germany
FRANKFURT Germany ,ret —
The music world today mourned
the death of German-born composer
Paul Hindemith. 68. who became a
naturalized American after being
driven from his homeland by Nazi
tyranny.
Hindemith. one of the greats of
modern music, died Saturday in a
Frankfort hospital of what was diagnosed as circulatory failure
-Germany has lost its greatest
musician since Richard Strauss,"
said French composer Darius Milhaud.
Hindemith's controversial music,
which was oftai full of dissonance.
was banned in Gertnanyan,1934 by
Nazi propaganda chief Josef Goebbels as "culturally Bolshevist" and
-spiritually non-Aryan." The composer left Germany shortly afterward and lived for a time in Turkey.
He settled in the United States
in 1939. accepted a professor's chair
at Yale University and became an
American citizen.

Telephone Calls Bring
Sorrow, Then Joy
SAN LEANDRO. Calif. lee — The
telephone rang twice in the home of
Frank and Kathrine Wallace Saturday.
The first call was from a friend,
who reluctantly told the Wallaces
that their I7-year-old son, Frank
III had smashed his motorcycle
into the side of a train and was ser-

iously injured.
The Wallaces rushed to Fairmont
in nearby Oakland only to
rn
tspital
that t he boy had died Wallace
senior did not look at the body in
order to spare his wife the shock.
returned
they
°reef-stricken.
home A quarter of an hour later
the second telephone call came. It
MAN OF YEAR
was their son
Young Frank called to say he had
a friend,
LOUISVILLE lipt— Kentucky lent his motorcycle to
After the fatal
Highway Commissioner Henry Ward Michael Owen. 15
identified the boy as
has received the annual WHAB- accident police
Frank because of the motorcycle's
TV "Man of the Year" award
Ward was cited for his dedication registration
"I called as soon as I heard of
to Kentucky's program of highway
boy explained.
building and for excluding politics the accident.'' the
Their relief was mixed with symfrom the department
parents of the other
The award was made Sunday pathy for the
know what they are going
night on a special broadcast pro- boy
ttuenigh," said Wallace.
gram.

Inc eC01101ny was fully restored.
(Special to the Ledger & Times)
It showed itself in a general loosNEW YORK. Dec. 30 — To what
extent has Calloway County par- ening of the purse strings, which
ticipated in the current business had been held in some restraint
surge? What gains were made in ever since the stock market debacle
retail sales and in income during of 1962.
The report shows that Calloway
the past fiscal year?
According to a detailed report County residents had a net spendfor the period, which covers the able income in the year. after pay12 months ending June 30, 1963, ing their taxes, of E30.726.000. In
solid progress was made locally. fiscal 1962, it was $28,843,000.
It amounted to 14.559 in disposWages went up for most working
people. Spending rose proportion- able income. on the average. per
local household.
ately.
The economic indicators point to
The report, givintz the first breakdown figures for the fiscal year, a ranteleation of good business in
has just been rcL•asz,d by the 1964 eve'sthough the unemploystill with us. unetandard Rate and Data Service. ment problem
It contains comparable information abated Optimism concerning the
year' prospects is more general
for every section of the country.
','ens.nce 1960 The
The volume of besinees cenlked 'tin.
the consuming pubup by retail merceenn n Calloway eigee' fr.7tor
County. it shows, reached 123.389.- , tic, which has more money to wend
000. topping the previous year's $22,- ; than ever before.
363.000.
The gain, which amounted to 4.6
percent. compares favorably with
that in the East South Central
States as a whole, 4.4 percent. In ,
the State of Kentucky tli* rise was
4.5 percept.
Locally. as well as nationally. the Li
advance was along a broad front,
with most lines of business benefiting from the Increase... in consumer
spending.
New cars accounted for a large
James M (Jiminy , Garrett. age
part of the total retail volume. 58, passed away yesterday at 2:00
such
Sales of appliances, including
p. m. in Dearborn. Mich. His death
major hard goods as refrigerators. was attributed to a heart attack that
considwashers and dryers, were
had struck three hours previously.
erably higher.
Mr Garrett was a meeriber of the
took
Much of the upward push
Dearborn Church. of Christ.
the
of
place in the second half
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
year, when the public confidence in Vida Lawson Garrett of Dearborn:
his mother. Mrs. Hattie Wilson of
Miami. Fla.: one son. J. C. Garrett
of Dearborn; one sister, Mrs. Ethel
Cook of Miami, Fla.: one brother
Lenard Garrett of Dearborn and
a brother-in-law. Loyd Lawson of
Route Five. Murray
_
The Funeral will be held at the
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne, Commonwealth Attorney James M. Las- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home Chapsiter, and Circuit Clerk James Bla- el Wednesday at 1:30 p. m. with
lock were sworn in today by County Bro. Henry Hargis officiating. Burial will be in the Murray City cemeJudge Robert 0. Miller.
The swearing in ceremony was tery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
held in the chambers of Judge MilChurchill Funeral Home after 6:00
ler.
All three received the constitu- p. m. Tuesday.
tional oath. with Judge Osborne reMEETING CANCELLED
ceiving the special oath for Judges
and Blalock receiving the special
The called meeting of Murray
oath for clerks.
The three were elected in .the Star Chapter 433. Order of the
November election without opposi- Ea-stern Star. for Friday January 3
has been cancelled.
tiOn.

a

James Garrett
n•
les Sunday
Michigan

Three Are Sworn
In Today By County
Judge Robert Miller

What has been described as a
multi-million dollar shopping center to be constructed on a 15 acre
plot adjacent to A & P Food Store
was annoiTnced today by several
local persons who have incorporated the venture as Murray Shopping
Center, Inc.
The group reported that they had
employed Research. Planning and
Design Associates of St. Louts to
plan the venture.
Parking faceless for the shopping
center will provide for 705 automobiles, the investors reported.
An enclosed mall type center
featuring heated and air conditioned enclosed sidewalks is planned.
All display windows will face the
center mall which will be land,caped.
The corporation indicated they
are negotiating leases with some of
the major stores of the nation to
occupy the center.
The St Louis group stated. "The
Chet of Murray cannot be considered as an average American Town
The homes are above average and
the new homes are following the
same trend. The many men behind
the Bel Air Shopping Center represent most of the professional skills
of the area It is their objective to
build a fine center that will benefit
the entire community. It is through
the activities of such cooperative
individuals that the strength and
prosperity of Calloway County has
been maintained."

By, RANDOLPH PENDLETON
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. CPO — Authorities meet today in an effort
to determine the cause of a fire
that killed 21 persons and injured
60 others in the 14-story Roosevelt
Hotel, filled to capacity with Gator
Bowl football fans, including Miss
America.
-I have a pretty good idea what
the causs was." city fire Marshall
E C —cDermott said hours after
deally black smoke billowed through te hotel but declined to make
further comment.
A (err: d woman leaped or fell
from the seventh floor
to h
while seores of the hotel's 449 guests
were crawling to safety on makeshift ropes of rheets and blankets.
Others %vele rescued from the roof
by helicopters and firemen raised
ladders to the lower floors of the
50-year-old building to bring others
to safety.
Authoritites saki that apparently
all of the victims except the woman
who phenmeted from the seventh
floor were killed by the choking
smoke that curled up elevator shafts,
stairwells air ducts and even loose
pipe fittings, making some exits
impassable.
Fire Didn't Spread
The fire, which broke out at 7:e46
a. m.(EST,. collapsed the first floor
but the flames could not spread because the brick structure was fireproofed,
Miss America. Donna Axum, was
trapped in het. 10th floor room for
an hour before she managed to escape. She held a news conference in
a hoe-pita] to announce she was un-

harmed shortly after fleeing the
building clad :n a fur coat over pajamas.
Authonne., riht this morning to
look into the cause of the fire
Bright mange Navy helicopters,
battling updrafts from ;he heat,
hovered over the roof are. took off
iniured persons
Of the 60 persons taken to hospitals. 19 were admitted
Screams pierced the air and a
policeman with a megaphone stood
In the street urging guests not to
jump from the windows.
Crawled Through Halls
Guests crawled through the hallo
and hid in batheooms, but many of
them suffocated in the murky
smoke.
"It was awful," said a surviver.
"The worst thing you could imagine
One man found a way out and
didn't come back to tell anyone."
Firemen rescued the Manhattan
College basketball team here for the
Getor Bowl basketball tournament,
from the fourth floor einciows. The
University of Florida basketball
team, also housed in the Roosevelt.
escaped unharmed
Most of the cl.ad were tong&
above the seventh floor The smoke
was thickest in the upper rooms.
Hundreds of dazed survivors wandered the se eets around the hotel
clad in meht clothes and, in some
cases, only towels
The Gator Bowl football teams
--North Carolina and the Air Force
ecademy—were quartered in other
were. ether baskethotels nearby,
ball teams her for the Clator Bowl
basketball tournament

as

Host Of Gifts WaitsTar
Or Miss 1964 From Merchants

gift package to the first baby and
Clifford's Gulf Service at Five Points
offers a free lubrication Job for the
..•.ar of the parents of the first born.
A silver baby cup is the gift of
Lindsey's Jewelers and Ryan's Shoe
Store has a nice gift Belk-Settle
The attention of Ledger and Times Company has a gift for the first
page
full
the
to
directed
readers is
baby also.
ad in today listing the gifts offered
of
Thurman Furniture has a gift for
baby
first
the
of
to the parents
1964. The advertisement list the the mother of the first born and
rules of the contest and the mer- Mary Loies in the Southside Shoppchants of the city who are partici- ing Center hiss a negligee and gown
NEW YORK 0P1 — The moon be- pating.
for the mother of the baby. Bake:es
came a tiny sheer of light. then
Dozen Donut Shop has two dozen
Peeker's Food Market offers a donuts.
virtually melted away into an almost starless sky here early today
Kut'n Kurl Beauty Shop has a
during a full lunar eclipse lasting
refreshing Shampoo for (*he mother
SON IS B41RN
rnore than an hour.
of the new baby and Kiddie's KornNoticed only by a few night
"r has a diaper set for the new baby.
workers or early risers. it was carsKuhres Variety Store has a nice gift.
ed wkieri the earth's shadow passed
terman's has a gift for the first
he naiv,i.
o
Mr. and Mrs. Gedric B Paschall baby and Boone's Laundry, has
moon was in full eclipse from
5:27 to 6:46 a. m (EST, The moon of ..54Y7 Elm Street, announce the $500 worth of free diaper service.
started entering the earth's shadow arrival of a son Stanley Boyd. born Shirley Florist has a dozen beautiat 4.24 a. m at a time when the Sunday December 22 on his par- ful red roses for the mother of the
moon was 225.000 miles from the ents wedding annivereary He weigh- first baby in 1964.
ed eight pounds one and one-half
Everyone will just have to wait
earth.
The moon was not completely ounces. Maternal grandparents are ani see who this first baby a-ill be
blacked out, according to astronom- Mr. and Mrs Oralie Elkins of Almo but whoever it might be. a host of
ers at the American Museum — route one Paternal grandparents use gets from the friendly merHayden Planetarium. They said the are Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall chants of Murray will await the Miss
or Mr. 1964,
reddish light of the earth's shadow of Murray route two
replaced the bright sunlight normally reflected on the moon.
•,
LEBANON
The planetarium said it appeared
eksi.kin.51
as if a -coppery red mask were
E AYES
Pr,
slowly drawn from east. to west
Jan.4
f
moon."
the
of
face
tile
across
"During totality the enure moon
t NAZARETH
retains this reddish appearance unshadow,
the
leaves
moon
the
til, as
the mask-like red tight gradually
drifts off the moon to the west," it
said.
RETURNS
Jane!.
The first baby of 1964 may be
born into the midst of a number of
worldwide crises, but at least he or
she will be welcomed locally with a
host of fine gifts from Murray
mercha Ms.

Full Lunar Eclipse
Lasts Over Hour

I-- •

1

Final Rites For
T. E. Kellow Held
Final rites for T. E. Kellow, 82,
retired U. S. Tobacco Grader of
Hardin, were held yesterday at 3:00
p. m. at the Filbect and Cann Funeral Chanel in Benton. Rev Bob
Covington officiated and burial was
at the Hardin cemetery.
Mr. Kellow passed away at the
Murray Hospital on Friday night.
He was a member of the Hardin
Baptist Church.
eurvivors include his wife Mrs
Hula Kellow; a son Ed Kellow'
Louisville; a sister Mrs. Gene West
of Daytona Beach, Florida. and a
large number of nieces and nephews.
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ISRAEL

THE POPE'S ITINERARY — Pope Paul's Holy Lanef itinerary is
expected to follow this dated route in January. From the
Ammon arrival point he motorcades to Jerusalem with a
stop en route at the Rivei Jordan. where St. John baptized
Christ. He visits Nazareth and Tiberias on Jan. 5, returning to Jerusalem for the night. On Jan. 6 he will visit Bethlehem, then return via Jerusalem to Amman to his plane.
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Calloway F.B.L.A.
Has Regular Meeting

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc..
(';insolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. October 20. 1.28, and the West Kentuckian, January
I 1942
JAMES C

The Calloway County F. B. L A.
met on December 19. The meeting
web called to order, and the roll
called Out of one hundred and
fifty-four members only a small
number Ives missing Paul Wayne
Clemson. the president, gave the
club an encouraging talk on the,
purpose of our club. The ineetow
Ada adjourned.

WILLIAMS. PL'EtLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet interest of our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Madison Ave.. Memphis. Tenn ; Time & Life Bldg.. New York. N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg Detroit, Mnli
,

DECEMBER 30, 1963

MONDAY

KENTUCKY

Santa Claus came and showered
vlar)one with 'footsie Roth. LULU
distnbuted some prizes. Cokes were
served.

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission as
SecOncl Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 13* Carrier in Murray, per week 20. per
month 85r In Gallows) and asiogning COUD1.11.S. per year, $4 50: elsewhere. $1100
"ThenOntstsecting Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper-
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MONDAY — DECEMBER 30, 1963

Quotes From The News
Air Shopping Center that will be built in Murray by a group
Pictured above Is the artist's conception of the proposed multi-million dollar Rel
of local investors. Comprising some 30 stores, the Center will occupy a fifteen -acre site at the South City ,Limits of Murray.

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Donna Axum, Miss America, a
,,uritivor of the Roosevelt Hotel fire which killed 21 persons
and Injured 60:
didn't think that we would get out of there alive."

Armstrong
Visits Grandmother

The Unwed
Mother Is A
Fact In U.S.

JOHNSON CITI_A
' Tex — President Johnson after two
days of consultations with West German Chancellor Ludwig
Erhard:
'Othtrs have been writing and talking about the new
diplomacy. The Chancellor and I have been practicing it."

Sharpe Health School which trains pregnant should be dropped front Rodger
crippled children and enrolled an the school system.
At Sharpe, the girls take four
initial class of 60 girls.
Backers of the frankly exper- academe subjects, the nromal high Sle
imental project hope it will pro- , sotool load, plus a course in 'pervide states and local school dis- sonal and family living " They meet
tricts around the country with new rei,ularly with the asycholoyst and
ideals for eclocationing unwed mo- social workers Appoulanents are arranged for pre-natal and post partthers who are of school age.
The school seeks to continue the um care as well as hospital delivery
girls-education and. reoogruzing"that of the baby
After the baby is born, the girls
they need guidance. to collect under
one roof all the people who should are given school work to do at home
be helping the girls during Preg- during the three or four weeks of
nancy At Sharpe. the staff in- the convalescence. They are recludes three teachers, a psycholo- poired to complete the home work
Then they return to the Sharpe
gist and two social workers--one in
School part-time and finally full
medicine and one is psychiatry.
after the
The school also hopes to find out time. Six or eight weeks
delivery, they are .enrolled again
if girls would be willing to attend
not the
public school where their attend- At a regular school, but
same one they were attending beirate pubtically marks them as wayfore they became pregnant
ward.
Given Regular Credit
Criticism Evident
The girls are given regular credit
'Some
cnuctsrn.
bee
n
na.s
There
for work aucce&sfully done at Sharpe. ;
people think acre making i: too
The major goal of the school. I
Eterabeth
Mrs
sap;
them,"
*say for
says Mrs. Goodman, is to -change I
-They
principal
Rodger Armstrong
M. ,Goodnain. the
attitudes' and to -develop a sense !
say we re encouraging onmoraloy."
of responsibility.
Rodger
Armstrong grandson of
have
disapproval
And murrivaza of
Washmgton's mixed reaction to Mrs S W Askew and the 1st Mr
been heard front SOIlle achool prinreflect"
program
the ,Sharpe School
a.sicew. etsited his grandmother rean:. who feel that gatls who get
a familiar division elsewhere in the -ergly Rodger completed traininach
country. As a result. public
as the Marne Corps at Parris I.-facilities, for unwed pregnant girls
are limited.•
AccordIng to a Children's Bureau
survey. maternity homes in only
one-third of the states provale
anbooling. either with their own
teachers or teachers provided by
the public schools.
Katherine B Oettinger. chief of
the Children s Bureau, said that
!litany legal barriers remain to block
:he education of unwed pregnant
-We hope The.se barriers will
:nine down she aid -In titeantarkid
li
chi
n
putinc
in to
oth
irleIrstep
tauel':fe'
tmies
"e
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‘eage
'he
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WASHINGTON — Vice Adm Hyman G. Rickover. father
Rs JOHN PIERSON
of the nuclear submarineecriticizing the defense industry
United Press International
fur seeking -undue profits'r from government contracts:
WASHNGTOK CPS — Unwed
"I arri all for a free enterprise system, but freedom to set MVJ wrhood a a fact cot American
a price is not license to make undue profits from your own life Lice it or not, it is increasing.
One out of every 17 babies born In
gov women t."
this country last year was born out
of wedlock and 50,000 of the moWASHINGTON - - Peace Corps Director Sargent Shriver.
thers were high school girls.
noting that Russia may be trying to start a Peace Corps of
Does that mean these teenage
its own:
mothers must end their schooling
"We don't mind the competition"
arid for the rest of their lives be
burdened by the lack of a high
school diploma?
Washington. D. C says no. The
2aty is trying a new approsda
the educatka. of eirls who get pregnate
Ledger & Times File
With the backing of the U S.
Airman 2n4 Class Charles Roland Crick, age 25, resident Chddren's Bureau, the city has
t !he
of Kirksey Route Two. died December 26 near London, Eng- established a nc-s :,rs
land.
Both Murray High and New Concord were eliminated
from the Mayfield Invitational Tournament last night when
Lone Oak won over New Concord 71-62 and Mayfield beat

Ten Years Ago Today

Murray High 80-61
Rev. Paula'. Lyles. pastor of the First Methodist Church,
will begin a forum series tonight under the title of ProtestantIsm This series will run for eight weeks.
Ralph V. Horton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil C Horton,
has been advanced to Bohemian Second Class. USN, while
-crying aboard the anti-aircraft cruiser USS Juneau, and
Oliver C. McLernore. Jr son of Mr..and Mrs. 0. C. McLemore.
has ben adtanced to Ifadarrnan Third Class, USN. while serving aboard the heavy cruiser USS Los Anodes. ••

'

He took combat training at Camp
Le Jeune, North Carolina. Rodger
is now stationed at Millington in a
training i,rogram.

MG NIGHT AHEAD—Attired tn top nat, red tie and tails.
Mickey Mouse prepares to get into a cat borrowed from Toinarrowland for a tour down Disne..lanirs Main Strc"t and
a big New Year's Eve party in the Magic Kingdom,

EATING WE'LL WOULDN'T YOU SAY?—Rose Queen Nancy
Kneeland feeds All-American Dick Butkus an orange in
Pasadena. Calif • as Illinois Coach Pete Elliot looks on. Ttie
Sr.hunt
there for the Rose Bowl Game Jan, 1.
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MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W. Main Street

OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
104 East Maple St

IN•I ICI I

1,1i 11•1
1%1 NI,4-

Mr. Joints M. liciad Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn
124 East Center Street, Sikeston. Mo.
Send your annual report and information to•

TAX BOOKS WILL BE OPEN '
JANUARY 1st THRU MARCH 1st
For Listing of All Property for
1964 Taxes

Eric Johnston

Fritz Reiner

Abd el Krim
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Boxottice Opens 11:00 p.m. — Admission
.. 754
SEE ONE OF M-G -M'S
GREATEST MUSICALS .
•
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124 Fast Cell+.
Dick !Novell
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SAVINGS, AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Jean Piccard

Tel. 753-31M

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
AIIIIM1111111111.111111111.1111111111111.111111111111111111111111.

1
2%
I 111;1.•I

Phone 753-2621

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

NNING
Pthk,

S,ECURITY FEDERAL
Zabu Pitts Robert S. Kerr Adolph MenJou

Phone 753-3914

MURRAY LOAN CO.

RU

r

it ill 11•TBIV•

1-5 I'M

KELLEY'S PEST
ONEER 01.

AURt..10E HARVEY.LL REMICK- ALAN RATES

- - Phone 753-5712

ON

ESTIMATE

all kinds at low cost

$10.45

SAVINGS ADDER BY THE 10TH
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE IST
"I 5.T•

Richard
Rarthelrness

$16.95

GET OUR FREE

We exterminate bests of

t

Get the highest' rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Association at 124 Last Center Street in Sikeston. Missouri. Accounts are insured up to
510.000 by- the Federal Savings ti.; Loan Insurance Corporation — an agency of the
Federal Government. Your sat logs immediately available.
Monty Woolley

the persistent presence
silverfish getting you
down? We'll get them ow
of your house or apartment to STAY out
Is
of

HEAD THE LEDUFP'S
LLASSIHEO ADS

Black & Decker
POWER SAW
Mack It Decker
i" ELECTRIC DRILL

623 S. 4th Street

A "V

A nollta
Galin( lifc1

TERRORIST TRIAL — Former
Col. Antoine Argoud, 49, is
on trial us Paris, charged
with high treason as a leader of the late Secret Army
Organisation which conducted a program of terrorism tn
opposing Algeria freedom.

Bucys,
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
Building
Supply

FAMOUS PEOPLE WHO DIED IN 1963

THEM FOR GOOD

PPC Armstrong is enlLsted for four
years in the 'corps. is eighteen years I
! old and is a 1963 graduate of Central High School, Memphis. Tenn-

FIVE DAV FORECAST
By United Prew International
I 01,11SVILLF. - - The t we-day
wrother forecast, by the U S. Weather Boreal; for the period.'Tuesda:.• thmigh Sa"urday
Terupera•ures sill oversee 10 td
15 ("carves (Wow the Kentucky,pormal of Sti decrees
- Cold Is fr-rec..s, for the beginning
of the period. a ith a warming trend
it tn.' rh.dolo of the week. mating
colder a-am try the latter part
I-Tee:pit a'ion will be light, averaging aboir. one-•cntn inch Light
vsflmra-s are likely by
stars or
ictv

WE'LL BANISH

land. South Carolina and receited
his pre stripe on graduation from
the training on October 29
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F.B.L.A.
ar Meeting

By ED SAINSBURY
United Press International
CliICAGO UPt -- Make no apology
fur Y. A Tittle, but the arm that
threw 36 touchdown passes during
the National Football League season couldn't overcome five interceptions which boosted the Chicago
Bears to their 10th NFL crown.
The Beers tripped the Giants 14-10
VIII their record $1.5 million game
for all the marbles, but it took two
thefts by the Bears defense, best
in the NFL, to set up the scores.
The Bears players will net about
$6.000 each from the triumph and
the Giants about $4,000 with the
player pool setting a record too
with the addition of an estimated
$25.000 to $50,000 from closed circuit
television in three Chicago arenas
or nearly 25,000 fans.

M FOR GOOD
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Favored Mayfield won the Calloway County Invitational Tournament here Saturday night by downBallard County 61 to 59 Roger
elds hit a driving layup shot in
the last four seconds of the game
to ice the win for the Cardinals.
Mayfield had downed Sedalia 80
to 56 to enter the finals and Ballard
bad won over Carlisle County Saturday afternoon 57 to 56 to qualify.
Mayfield remains as the only unbeaten team in Western Kentucky.
, In the conpolation genie Sedalia
rolled over Carlisle C7otinty 97-70 to
4..win the runrierup trophy.
w The close and hard fought championship game saw Ballard employ
a man to man defense which sorely
hampered the scoring of the Cardinals. A late surge by the Cardinals
blotted the score 59-50 and the
!trial layup shot by fields tipped the
*tory in favor of the Cards.
", Mayfield led at the first turn 1814, but Ballard ripped right back
to hold a 31-25 margin at the half.
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Dodd Say;
Move Would
Aid Football
By DAVID M. MOFFITT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA tPt— Georgia Tech's
Bobby Dodd. dean of South-Eastern Conference coaches, said today
he thinks college football should
adopt the North-South game practice of allowing a team that's behind to receive the kickoff after
each touchdown, including its own.

Mayfield Beats
Ballard 61-59 To
Take Tourney

"S PEST
TR 01,

•

But Tittle came back for the entire second half, and the hearts of
the Bear fans, 45,801 who jammed
the park in 10 degree temperature,
didn't drop from their threats until
only two seconds remained, when
Richie Petitbon stole Tittle's desperation pass in the end zone to
kill off the Giants' last chance to
win.

and converted them into a touchdown, on a I4-yard pass from Tittle
to Frank Gifford, and a I4-yard
field goal by Don Chandler.
Played Ball Control
Taking advantage of these break5,
wasn't enough to insure the win
The Bears, sparked by O'Bradovich's
theft, came from behind in the third

The Bears' five interceptions were
Larry Morris, a linebacker, hauled
down the first interception 61 yards the most on Tittle in any one game
to set up a two-yard plunge by this season and both Morris and
quarterback Bill Wade, and defen- O'Bradovich picked off screen r
sive end Ed OTtradovich picked off sex, the first of this type solen on
tlx second and returned 10 yards Tittle all season.
The Giants, beaten in an NFL
to the Giants' 14 to make possible
Wade's one-yard dive for the win- title game for the llth time, were
one point favorites, and they looked
ning touchdown
Dodd said that givingo.the trailing
the part when they recovered two
Tittle Wept
team additional chances to catch
Tittle, almost the grand old manC'hicago fumbles in the first hall
up -will give eollege football a real
shot in the arm."

I get them on'
use or apartkY out!

ESDAY

of pro football, wept unashamedly
on the Giants bench in the closing
minutes of the classic contest, and
tears weren't dry on his face in the
dressing room.
He was the main cog of the Giants' offense, best in the league,
and when he suffered a knee injury
and left the game with almost "even
minutes to go in the second period,
the Eastern Division champions almost visibly sagged.

you
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Chicago Bears Win Their 10th.
.11FL. Crown; Y.A. Tittle Weeps
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By DAVID MOFFIT
United Press International
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. tat — The
xuberance of three days of Gator
wl excitement lost moat of its
uster Sunday when hundreds of
persons who came to Join in the
festivities were caught up In the
disaster of a hotel fire.
Only hours before fire broke out
at the Hotel Roosevelt, Gator Bowl
eadquarters, a packed ballroom
three blocks away was the scene 01
a happy finale to a successful sports

The Georgia Tech coach said the
move "will make it. a 60-minute
game instead of the 57 or 58-minute
game it so often now is."
Dodd explained:
Suppose, as it so often happens,
a teem trailing by two touchdowns
scores with three minutes or less
remaining.
"The team is then forced by present rules to kick off and the team
that is ahead usually tries to run
out the clock with dull, time-consuming plays.
"Often, no attempt is made to
run the ball at all—the quarterback
Ballard led at the third turn 45-41, Just falls on It
Under Dodds proposes]:
but in the final stanza the Cardin"If the trailing team scores and
als moved up to win the game.
elects to receive, those closing two
Randale Canada was high with'
points with Giles and Rollin.s net- or three miputes will be exciting
ting 14 points. Youngblood posted ones."
Dodd, who has been head coach
15 points for Mayfield and Fields 21
SEMI-FINALS
at Tech for 18 seasons and was an
assistant at the same school for 14
(First Game)
20 34 56 80 years before that, said such a rule
Mayfield
12 25 43 56 change would help keep fans in the
Sedalia
stands until the final gun
(Mayfield (Toll
"It would not only be a factor for
Morris 10, Jonas 3. Malone 13.
Obitiert 2. .Youngbiooil 18, Adams a team trailing late in a game." he
2, Albritten 2, Winslow 8, McWhert- said. -but also for one that might
get three or four touchdowns beea Fields 18, Norman 4.
hind early in the game because of
Sedalia 156)
Ballard Memorial .. 15 25 39 57 fumbles, interceptions or other mis11 25 38 56 takes.
Car/isle County _
"The trailing team would have an
Ballard Memorial 157)
Giles 12, Rollins 15, Allen 7, Can- Incentive if It knew that it would
retain possession of the football
ada 15, Petty 8, M. Pace.
Carlisle County (55)
every time it scored and, provided
Thomason 11. Jenkins 2, King 4, it could starighten out its mistakes
Guhy 3, Davis 33, Summers 2, Mar- and get going, have a good chance
to catch up."
tin.
Consolation
Dodd took this occasion to dis25 46 65 97 cuss his views on possible rules
.
Sedalia
9 28 52 70 changes to get on record before the
Carlisle County
annual meetings planned for next
Sedalia 1971
Camp 22, Docason 1. Page 4. Bruce month by the NCAA. the American
6, Mullins 34, Mathis, Holloway 13, Football Coach Association and the
R. McClain 2. A. McClain 15, Boaz. football rules committee
Carlisle County (70)
He called for free substitution, or
Jenkins 20. King 11. Thomason 2. at least a return to the 'wild-card"
Brown 5, Mitchel] 4, Martin, Sum- substitute of 1962; moving the goal
pasts up to the goal line as the
mer 4, Kelley 17, Gully 7.
Championship
pros have done; doing away with
18 26 41 61 the two-point conversion; and stop
Mayfield
Ballard Memorial __ 14 31 45 59 allowing a punting team to down
Mayfield (61)
the ball within an opponent's 10Morris 2. Jones 10, Malone 9, yard line.
Dodd. who had his greatest sucYoungblood 15, Winslow 2. Albritcess when ItillitY1 ited substitution
ten. McWherter 2. Fields 21.
Ballard Memorial (59)
was allowed, hits called for its reGiles 14. Rollins 14, Allen 5, Can- turn for many years.
ada 29, Petty.
"It would result in a more interesting game for the fans, cut
practice time, cut down on injuries
and help recruiting since high
schools play under unliminted rules
now," Dodd said.
As for the two-point conversion.
Dodd. who is one of the nation's
Tiiu,,t conservative roaches and one
who seldom even considers trying

Western Hits
Coast Guard
With 27-0 Loss

weekend.
More than 50.000 fans had turneo
out Saturday afternoon to watch
the North Carolina Tar Heels, co.
champions of the Atlantic Co.
Conference, rout the Air Force
— QuarterORLANDO, Fla.
Academy 36-0.
back Sharon Miller. braced by the
nights
previous
two
the
Co
defensive tactics that led Western
crowds of more than 5,000 had wat- Kentucky to the regular season Ohio
beai
Florida
of
University
hed the
Vallee Conference football chamout the Air Force. Florida State pionship. complemented that action
Oathe
for
College
Manhattan
and
with a 12-yard run and two passes
tor Bowl basketball title.
to lead his tenm to a 27-0 victory
ea
two
and
teams
football
Both
over Coast Guard Academy in the
the basketball teams were quartered 18th annual Tangerine Bowl classic
the
But
Roosevelt.
the
away from
Saturday maht
other two basketball teams, ManIt was almost no surprise to see
tas
in
were
Florida,
hattan and
the highly touted and highly reout
broke
fire
Roosevelt when the
spected. Western defense completely
All of the players and their aa- tie ap the Catdets, but for the first
injuries
hes escaped without
23 minutes of the match the crowd
From the Air Force's point ca of 8,000, including Kentucky Gov.
could
also
view, the football game
Edward T. Breathitt, were treated
be termed something Of a disaster. to a scoreless game. ,
honot
The airmen had the duisiou.s
Miller. who received the Most
of taking the worst beating in the Valuable Player Award at the end
Bowl.
19-year history of the Gator
of the game, made passes of 20
The airmen's defense was unable
to cope with the quick. powerful
Black gained 99
rushes of 220-pound junior halfback
Top yardage gainer, as expectea
Ken Willard. who ripped off 94
Air Force quarterback Terry
gas
yards on bull-like rushes.
* Iatacson, who was fifth in the
Darolina double teamed its quartion this season. Isaacson gainer
terback poet with senior Junior Edge
129 yards passing and running, But
and junior Gary Black equally efmade five
I an alert Carolina defense
fective. Edge, the starter, gained 71
Interceptions.
yards rushing and passing and

period for the winning score, and
played ball control thereafter to win
by a narrow margin, but to win.
It was the eighth world championship for the Bears, the first
since 1946, equallying the league
record, and the sixth in 10 ventures
into the playoff game since the
NFL adopted the division system
in 1933.
The Bears paid their top tribute
to the defense, awarding the game
ball to defensive Coach George
Allen. Tittle penetrated the Bears
for only 147 yards in the air, and
the Giants backs picked up 148
yards.
But the Bears netted only 129
e
rily
onc
ffdere
. The ditin
roe's dpasstng
ardosn otnneWgad
3
93
was in five interceptions, and they
paid off with the National Football
League crown.

41 attempts.
Miller's second scoring pass, for
57 yards. come in the third quarter,
and the fourth touchdown was rcored on a 14-yard run by Jim Burt in
the last period.

We Will Be Closed All Day New Years Day for Inventory

GROUND BEEF

By DON MARTIN
lailted Press International
MONTGOMERY PPS — Rebel and
Yankee players carried home praise
and proud memories from Saturday's Blue-Gray football game won
by the South 21-14.
Heroes of the thrilling battle, the
26th chapter of the annual classic,
began leaving suhday f o r their
homes and colleges north and south
of the Mason-Dixon line.
Most of the college stars hoped
to rest and visit relatives briefly
before returning to their books.
They spent Christmas here preparing for the benefit game.
"Our kids played well enough to
win," said Blue coach Rip Engle of
Penn State. "We lost to a fine team,
though"
South mentor Charles McLendon
of L.SU called it "an exciting game
won by a group of boys able to come
up with the big play: We thought
our fellows would come around just
In time, and they did."
The south team scored twice in
the first half but needed a final
period touchdown to salvage the
victory in the face of a fierce Yankee assault.
"That last TD was the biggest
play," said McLendon. "It put us
back in the lead and gave our boys
incentive. And that goal line steno
on the north's first drive did a greati
deal of good. That could be called
the real turning point."
Quarterback Larry Rakestraw 01
Georgia, Dixie's best passer ant
voted the outstanding player of the
game, fired for 177 yards and two
touchdowns.
Tennessee tailback Mallen Faircloth for the first time in his career
found himself snagging passes end
gathered in Ftake_stretw throws good
for 104 yards and the two scores.
"I was actually surprised at myself," said Faircloth. "But I enjoyed
playing a new position. I couldn't
help but catch those passes. Rakestraw is a great passer
Quarterback Henry Schichtle of
Wichita, fullback Ken Coleman of
Arkaneas and halfback Don Caum
of Penn State stood out for the
North.

29c
CHUCK Round Steak 79
ROAST ToPPYs Bacon 391%

39

for a two-pointer, said:
"It puts the coach in the position
where he is almost forced by public
opinion to 'go for two' when sound
football thinking would indicate a
try for the more sure one-point
placement kick would be the proper
thing to do."
— —

FOUR NEW STAMPS issued by
the Vatican bear only two
designs. but different prices.
The designs show Pcpe Paul
performing a blessing, and
th• papal coat-of-arnia

atrua

LESS HERE

South Wins
Over North
Saturday

yards and 57 yards for the two
scores. On the receiving ends of
those shots were John Mutc,hler and
Stan Napper, who galloped over
the goal line for the scores.
It was midway in the second
quarter when the Hilltoppers penetrated,the 'Coast Guard defenses,
and within 2, riOnutes. Western
scored twice.
But the Hilltopper defense deserved a great deal of the credit
for tying up and getting to harassed
Cadet signal caller Ed Barrett The
Western defensemen intercepted
four Cadet posses and held the
Coast Guard to a minus 10 yards
rushing total.
The statistics stacked up oddly
in the game. Western rushed a total
of 93 yards. compared to the Cadets'
minas 10, but the Western pa-wars,
which also included Miller's roommate Joe Bill Campbell, completed
only 3 of 16 passes for 79 yards,
while the, Cadets racked up 200
yards on le.aampleted passes out of

IIEST FOO

PRODUCE
1111I'TE

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
PINTO BEANS
NAVY BEANS
RED BEANS
SPAGHETTI
HOMINY
OCTOBER BEANS
PORK & BEANS

3 F 25c
0

Pride of Illinois

CORN
Kelly's

CHILI
Pink

SALMON

lb.

3

Potatoes 25-1b.
CARROTS bunch

59c
10c

HY -POWER

fiE2(
VIENNA SAUSAGE
SWIFTING

cAIDRE SAUCE

2cans3W
3 lb.can 590
2cans 29°

MIRACLE WHIP - Quart Jar

SALAD DRESSING

4D°

DIXIE BELLE - Pound

19°

CRACKERS
MIDWEST - 1.• Gallon

19c ICE MILK
460 BABY FOOD

3isLCO
3jars 25°

SOUR KRAUT 3 cans
lb.
SPARE RIBS
Blackeye Peas 3 cans
SMOKED JOWL lb.

25c
39c
-.MEMO

25c
19c

01IRISON'S
Fine Foods For Fine Folks
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FOR YOUR MONEY

NEVER
NEVER

Newest Playthings Mirror Grownup World
Hoe in a busy household
Also for very -c,tr.ne; homemaker& the-rs's a toy washing
machine with a door that
opens to receive the wash
load. When the machine's
timer is set, the machine
whirls and the window of the
door simulates a build-op of
suds.
Realism !Supreme
s.n sorts of heavy gaage
Real,sm reigns supreme and steel trucks permit Jeerer to
has eselueed toy week's of
r nv thus rang:fig from a
, center
sraie cont r.'
to a toyeeze automatic can
opener.
The reason's ample, says
Mel Freud, rreselent of the
Toy Guidance Council. for
children have keen appreciation of up-to-the-tali:late designs whether they play at
running a space-age center or
a convenienes kitrhen or reske
be.ieve they're truck operators
or lit t:e mothers.

YMAKERS have been
A looking at INC through the
wrong end of a telescope.
That's the way It Seettfa, anyway, for many of the toys
1:nel up fur the big march toward Chnstmas mirror in
num:ttiire the wonderful world
we ire

Learn By Doing
Such new toys aren't j:oe
copies of the real thee;
More than .1.1113, they re playtteengs aired at providing
children with str,nger incen.7-rr to
tives to learn by c!-relate th‘.r play to
about them.
What s new in the realistic
yet it:eke-believe world of
toys" Many things.
Among them is a miniature
ranch heese steth magnetized
features that perm: family
ant pets to be put through a
variety or the n.a..stic paces
that make up everyday rota-

cruise Toylancra McMurray' and
byways
Orie such truck is especialbecause
it
n, noteworthy
comes with litterciumssable
parts so that its body can be
changed from truck to station
wagon to sports car,
L)efrnse rapIipment
Defense eq,itpment Is a big
nst 711460 Most
fir this
di
novel defamer toy of all is a

DECEMBER 30, 1963

WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING MORE

•

keediss,Reigns in Toykni
Ay JOAN O'SULLIVAN

MONDAY -

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

battle wagon whit& biallilles
a plane catapult, missile firing
equipment, landing b a rg
loading net and a blinker.
Toy land's newest treats an
as out-of-tins-world as space
ships and as down-to-earth
as carpet sweepers. There's
more variety than ever before.
especially' for chillren whc
want to play that the 're part
of the groirtn-up world.

DISCOUNT

Ii
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

STEAK
SALE
Super Right is not young immature beef — not
range-fed beef ... Super Right Beef is fully
matured grain-fed beef, one high quality, one
a
TOY CAR. left, can be converted e
truck or sports model. Abu‘e, a i•i'oeo
wheel that kids can asoonlale them, a
goes into ar•tion, or.:.ting at VI- fli..k 7 a
switch on remote space Control Center.

Struses mtg. cm

——

Gotham Pressed Steal Corp.
magEVEN GAMES have gone all out fnr realism. This new one, which has a molded
gridiron.
netic football. is an electric affair which recreates all the sporting thrills of the

dollar to ABBY. Box 3365, Beier
Hills. Calif . for Abby'. nor-.
-HOW TO WRITE LE-rI'ERSFI
ALL 00CASIONS.-

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - 753-1916
or 753-4947

FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

Dear Abby . . .

Going To The Dogs!
rnb.-4111

Abigail Van Buren

NOW OPEN

• • •

a business relationship. so it wouldt be easy to drop them, and I
can't tell her off. Is there a subtle
way to handle this" My husband
seems to enjoy her attention, but
it is getting on my nerves.
JEALOUS
DEAR JEALOUS: Why look ter a
clever or subtle way le Mese a fact?
Jealousy under these circumstances
is understandable. Tell your hasband you are jealous! And don't
Lake your e'es off him, either.
Sometimes the bald truth aorta

weeriers.
•••

OPLZEZ27.120., lisaallt='

D/AL 75,3j,3,63

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, Ky.

For Your Every

HEATING OIL
Need - Call

The dog is a male, and grandma
DEAR ABBY Why don't people
has transferred all bar affection to who call you on tire telephone wait
the dog Or maybe grandma just long enough for year to get to the
likes poodles..
preme to anester it - The telephone
• • •
company suggests that the caller
DEAR ABBY: I am f:Ye going on wait untal there have been TEN
six and my mother told me I should rings before hanging up. Very few
write to you and ask this question: people let the telephone ring more
Is there a Brenta Claus?
than three times. "I was afraid you
Love
were lying down," is no excuse fur
HEIDI
hanging up after you've awakened .
DEAR HEIDI: Yam bet there la the person anyway. 11 a call Ls worth
He's the man who buys your sheen, making, it is worth giving the perpays the rent and kisses your meth- son called a chance to answer. I
laepe ycai'll use my name as I would
• • •
like those who call me to be a little
more patient No less than ten rings,
DEAR ABBY My husband and I
please!
haile. been happily married until
HELEN DELAPLANE
recently I have -41r been the
IN CHEROKEE, IOWA
jealous type because I have never
• • •
had any reason to be But things
' CONFIDENTIAL TO LENA. ANWONBERIN(;: One hasty have changed. I wonder if a couple Gil. AND GERT: I hate never
(orb-none analysis is as good as an- we've been seeing a lot of lately heard of a man being dragged to a
other. Your sister could be using could have anything to do with it Christmas party, but I've beard that
the dog to punish the child because The woman is flirty and aggressive a lag of theta had Le be carried
grandma probably wanted a grand - and she never takes her eyes off my
hoase.
&no-and she got a granddaughter. Moband My husband and hers have
• • •

DEAR ABBY Can you explain
The idiocy in people Ildb0 OWn tos pcsodl."! My sister was given one
,
and she has become positively
eafferable She calls this dog. "My
baby nay!" She kisses at and spends
hall a day ostribang and brushing
him She has a sweet mmaddaughter who it three years old, and
restinsi....y when the little girl wants
to vet on her grandmother's lap
and the poodle is there, she resents
ii The child gets no comfort at all.
My sister takes the dog for a ride
and leave& the grandchild standing
or. the sidewalk in tears I have
sopped going over there because of
: citsirtraerig benavsor What could
erie matter with a grown weinaui
who acts like this
WONDER ING

-Get it off your chest Fur a pes
sone', unpublished reply. ante
ABBY. Box PreS, Beverly Hills.
Enclose a stamped. self-addre--.

•P
et -Lee--

0=
eat

low price as advertised.
POKTERHOUSC or

lb. 88c
lb. 78c

T-BONE
SIRLOIN
CHOICE ('UT

BOONE'S
.1New Coin-Operated Laundry ROUND
lb. 68c
Avenue
Story
1204
Free Drying on Fri. and Sat., Dec 27-28.
GROUND BEEF
39°
Also you may purchase '2 Laundry Basket for '1 on these two first days!
FRYERS
29°
* 32 WASHERS (3 Sizes)
* 10 LARGE DRYERS
CHUCK
45°
* 1 PRESS MACHINE
1 DOLLAR BILL & COIN CHANGER
G
BACON
69°
LUNCH MEAT
29°
BANANAS
HAW
IW9
WASH - 15, 20, 25, 50` DRY - 10`
10 lbs. a
POTATOES
Boone's Coin Laundry BREAD
59,
POTATO
akoc
APPLE PIE
SWISS CHEESE
69c
19
CRACKERS
CASIIEWS A(''N'liSxaediteNduts,
PICKLES
3
LUNCH MEAT
CENTER (

lb.
Super Right
(5-lb. pkg. $1.89)
Whole
lb.

U.S.D.A. Inspected
(Cut-up 33c lb.)

ROAST - Super Right Beef
(Shoulder Roast 59c lb.)
All Good Sliced
(1-1b. pkg. 39e

MRS. AUDREY MOORE, ATTENDANT

lb.

-Lb.
Pkg.

Super Right Sliced
6 Var. - 8-oz. pkg.

DRIVE-IN WINDOW! Leave and Pickup cleaning
and Finished Laundry Bundles.

A Real Value

U.S. No. 1 Idaho

,

KENTUCKY LAKE
OIL CO.
New Concord Road
Phone 753-1323

Jane Parker Sandwich, 11/4-lb Con
(Save 11c)
Loaves

— 1204 Story Avenue —

CHIPS - Jane Parker
Twin Pack (Save 6e)

1-1b.
box

Jane Parker
(Stave 16e)

ea.

Wisc. Aged
lb.
Sliced or Chunk,

k rat Saltines

.
1-blbx

A4r

14-oz, 69e
1-1
)b.

PIV.elope.
•

• •

Hate to write letters' Send ore

l'ak Whole Sweet

itlt. 390

Party.,

01'

Super
Right

12-ox. $1
Cans

-

YUKON CLUB - All Flavors
s

BEVERAGES

1(27a-ox.
F°R

49t

PALE DRY GINGER ALE or CLUB SODA .. 3 24-oz. buts. 290
plus bottle deposit
Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Tuesday, December 31s1

!Imes Henry Christmas gets
A CHRISTMAS IS BORN-- Mra.
at 247
bar first neik at Jarnes Henry Christmas Jr.. born
am. Christmas Day
_ is bt. rettleelerg Fla.

CYPAUS PROTE” — Archbishop Makanos, Greek president of Cyprus, ordered the
republic's U N. representative to protest alleged Turkish interventien in the current strife between Greeks
and outnumbered Turks.
-

OPEN MONDAY, DEC. 30 UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
OPEN TUESDAY, DEC. 31 UNTIL 6:00 P.M.
CLOSED NEW YEAR'S DAY, WED., JAN. 1

fi

MONDAY

DECEMBER 30, 1963

THE LEDGER

EMBER 30, 1963

&

TIMES

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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NOW YOU KNOW

By

United Press International
RivW niaterials used in the production of brandy are grapes. raisins, apples. peaches and other fruits,
according to Licensed Beverage Industries, Inc.

4)

'[

Available now. Calloway Ave. Call

NOTICE

WANTED

I

YEAR END SALE, ALL TRAILERS
greatly reduced. clearing out

••

I

1-011 RENT

WANT Et)
I

WANTED - 2 MEN 20 - 39 WITH RIDERS TO THE CALVERT CITY
cars to distramte catalogs and pick area - day shut. Phone 753-1460.
stuck. 35 model. $650; 36' model.
up orders from established Puller
d31c
$875; 1953 model 37 , $9'.; 1958
Brush customers. No peddling. Avmodel 35, $1,595; 1957 model, 35',
erage $8500 a eekly to start. Write
FOR SALE
$1,595. Many inure to chooee from.
Box 782, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247Mattheas Trailer Sales, Highway 45
6038.
j7c 11 PIGS
FOR SALE $100.00. ConNorth, Mayfield, Ky.
jlac
tact Hams Grocery and Bait Shop,
South 4th, Murray, Ky.
COINS: OLD COINS BOUGHT and AMBITIOUS MAN OR WOMAN. A
SlOid. coin uivestments. Complete Marshall Field Family owned enter- 1964 CHEVY BEL
AIR. 5 NEW
teletype service. Highest prices paid prise has local opening for ambitious tires. Thts can
clean and in A-1
for your collection. Call or vo:ite, man or woman unquestionable char- condition Phone 436-3641.
Kentucky Kernel &AILS, Star Route. acter. Age 27-50. College education
Paducah. Kentucky, phone 898-2182. preferred. Accustomed to earning 1969 DODGE % TON TRUCK, very
jap
ltc above average income. Must be reasonable, phone 753-5340.

used

after 3 p.m. 753-4844.

BUILDING

FORMER suitable for man or couple who
work. Furnace he a. t. 505 Poplar,
j2c
tion, rear of Crouse Auto Supply, phone 753-1784.

BUSINESS

welding shop and garage, good loca-

cheap rent, 605 S. 4th St. Baxter SMALL NEW BRICK HOUSE. CouBilbrey, phone 753-5617 or 753-1257. ple only. Phone 753-5421.
j2c
d30c

.ms•IMMISMIROMIl

WANTED TO BUY
BUSINESS BUILDING. BEST OF
locations, electric heat, full base- 500 BARRELS 01" PICKER Picked
ment, good location for beauty shop, corn delivered. Paying beter than
plumbing. Located on 603 S. 4th St. market price. Calloway County Soil
See Baxter Bilbrey or phone 753- Improvement Association. Phone
5817 or 753-1257.

d30c 753-2942.

tfc

8.

OIL COMPANY OPERATING Nation...I:. has, opetimg for sales repre.oht..toe ui local protected area.
Should have some knowledge of
farm, construction, or other heavy

- NOTICE --

program &mikes starting weekly income of 8150.00 to $200.1.10 possible.
Bonus, life mai.....sce ana li-spn...41aation program Extensive eautpany
training For interview Write to: Mr

I have sold my interest in the
1 aylor and Sykes Plumbing and
Repair Service. I am now em-

beef - not

ployed with Steele & Allbritten

Stamey

M. Underwood, Lubrication
Engineers, Inc. Box 7128, Fort Worth. Texas.
ltc

fully
Pliunbing and Electric. I invite

quality, one
my friends and customers to
call there.

g.

WHAT

Ail"

lb.45*

2.Z:690
it Sliced 290

pkg.

140
*

59'

l'1-lb

i

Loaves

1-lb.
box

ea.

et.

69,
10
9

lb.
or ('hunk,

lies

1-lb. 11
box

i

1-lb.

,

79,

Qt. 61090
Jar 44

12-07. $1

3

Cans

6F°R 49*

•

.. 3 24-oz. buts. 29t

lay, December 31st
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8:00 P.M.

ED., JAN. 1
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

30

ex-

by Charles M. Schulz

eZER.):= TO
A .STA6E
•••
190-r • -•
Tr-AT ,5-\-b ...
Ji.7T T;) 57012
./AE FOR EVEKZ-r. I7HA6!

g by Archie

evenorirht flea. by Arcadia House.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
ti

was the nation's biggest
porter of edible °Us

4:t.117)11t t..r
1

It

•••

"7" • •

caueitrv
It-lost of .seine
•is.orefiv• doon
46.reatte
42-Animal
15-tioth
measure
It-Appellation
of Athena
49-Woody plant
SO-Lure
52-Sea eagle
54-A continent
rabhr
55-Near
55-Reinetate
52-Symbol for
ruthenium
6I-Itiemor
iff.neaulate
al-le borne

„is- 1 • .1,
deity
60-1C.lith,estor,,
112.-t:reek letter
64-1.ntin

tellurium
116-Chturao mile
44-P"altive
51-Walked on
83-11kw.rm

by Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
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REEL CUTE - While people
shish through the cold and
snow up north, look what's
going on at Silver Springs,
Fla. The reel cute miss is
Pain Matthews, University
of Florida coed.
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my Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

•

-• _

--HE
.ISTOP
THAT
TRUCK

I ..•4
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•
••

/4:C

AT
FOR?

FORA
MOTH ER
AND CHILD-THAT'S

r

THIS
MOTHER
AND CHILD

2

WHAT

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE AN' SLATS
ROAD ST
i•CMEMSER, YOU TWO STARS
PEPRESENT AN INVI7STMENT OF
,10('),•000,000. IN SIX AAONTI-IS

THE EPIC EPIC SUPEREPIC,"SALOME,"
WILL SE RELEASED.
DURING THAT
TIME -

--- VOL. 1,,/iLt. LI.1 NORMAL,
LOVABLE,SMALL -TOWN
LIVES IN CRABTREE CORNERS
IN MAT WAY WE
CREATE A HOMESPUN
APPLE -PIE IMAGE
FOR 'IOU TWO.'

OH,N0,10U DON'T,
LESLIE BLOPP.
MAGENTA O'TOOLE
TRAVELS ALONE.
YOU TAKE THE
NEXT TRAIN.'

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
.
•
110 (J.4E_ ALLOWED IN, UNTIL_
LII F-11.11C,.4.-IES BLOWING
HIS LAST GLASS
MiN51'ERP I ECE..P
.
r

y^

rTkIF MA5TERPIFCF.
/ ---; .<-t IS FINISHEDAND
SENI LIN I, NO

DON 1WOR

so is-5.8.,-

DOUBT-

SMASH OUR
WAY OUTeg--

him against all out• "It's about time. She's been to rid himself 01 fits gain, ton., it
long enough doing it." The cal- away, offer a fair fight, tisT
ta-n lear‘ their lesson lousness of his words was even to fist, man to man. But Mai
,
om is
Leavitt was more shocking than what John- had been no part oh Vas
Ira,
plan.
not o.it .1t1,opt. lie same nigh .I ny bad seen.
arrog :1,2 w 13 hi his o
Deliberately, Leavitt linbuckThe odds might favor Leavitt
'illy
Oar
initemperM by . led has gun belt and tossed it to lin such a contest, bon they a. oc
ona,r ;
I
sir rtay one s!de. His smile was mock- , not sure enough. He 0 haii more
ii.g.
ilo
ot 11'
in mind, and now it gleamed in
ill.
"I could beat or with a gun, his nand-- a long-bla,1,..1 howic,
11,1 "s•S,--,.../
Ill' V.
111

P.M.

,
RI; of the

37-Mend with
cotInn
95- Partible
39-5 'I,. 5 beetle

sto a a, ,Lh

%IS

IL 6:00

or

lured
9-1'''•ral ending
It'. Sal
12- "ants
ualinam•
14 Vrolie
17-ihrtest
zo. ii, a to
23 • lupe s
• ai•by
24-1 Ira' • Itoman
nionaberl
29-1•ncotith
iner-on•
27- riesert
dweller
30- tb,a• r••
22fr waste

II-C. • st•
11 -11. 1.11
13.V1I nut
15 In I. Moto
ern Ir
if- Bet,me
iotare of
12-Sun and
19.8un000inic
that
31-Pintall duck
22-1reland
2i-Fterwe from
grapes
/6- ttrarillan
es'uary
'3•lu, as wine

ing $394 million worth of
warehouse receipts
forged
across state lines. He is
president of bankrupt Allied
Crude Vegetable Oil Refining Corporation, and one.

New and Used Mobile
Homes to Select From
LOOK...
This month only, with purcha.se of a new mobile home
we will give you a new TV
or Stereo set.
1964 Two Bedroom Mobile
Homes as low as .. $3395.
Small down payment and 7
years to pay.
We Trade For Almost
Anything!
Phone 885-5874
GREEN ACRES TRAILER
SALES
Hwy. 51 - Bypass
Union City, Tenn.

rue,

-oz. 69e)

ret

ante

Murray.

40 TRAILERS

mar. was amazing. lie could coil
rag, vince nimselt that what ne
.
may
dor.
•
I;
. • ..
soemze to exp,Loola in Vascum
wanted was. right, that what ne
lace. and ne struck savagely Said was true. even while know
othe,
s,
•,
IL,
11,0.•1...1 With 1.11S6
,
1s•I
11,0 ./l110.a,
with the spurs, sending the ing that with guns no would bc
and anger
ee
hi•
J11. 11
It...ward Denning tout them of nut blood.d loinnal into a wild gal. 'helpless betore the greater speen
decision after the t..uritup waa NAVIr ;lop,
and accuracy of John .Malcolm
Ile ,tas going t•• .41. •tt ala
He pulled it up with a viand it) to
. 1.1. :1 dry I
rani., ',soh •h• .1. ••.••11 It bruntu•- Mous tat. just abreast of Johrui
So be tossed aside the gun, to
in lh•
• ....int s I_ I'' with and
sat staring down, fUls dark compel Johnny to meet him on
n“,a Ink
a
• 4.•
1
rot I
•10 it mined
I Le 'eye's almost opaque.
his own terms, where he exW..p WI .1
• N.
I 'I • ,lol.
-What the devil are you do- pected to possess the advan,
"
a .
ing here, you stinkin
trail W10,11 ..1 Lit)- wanted to be in
sheep- tage. He was tully as tail nis
•a• middle ••I
herder ?" he challenged.
reach as long. And in weight.
Johnnv 11•1.
IIIIP first to ti•,,
Johnny heard the epithet with Johnny would nave to give rum
o
111.11111: 11,'
to
a sense ot shock. Sheep! ..riler! a full forty pounds.
ll•I .. •, 1 1
IL. -1.01
▪
A,
It was only the day before
ne
.14
amity ink wail
,
It was toolish to accept suer,
iv
at a -toy dr,
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tie found
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nil a ri..ung woman
Myra vealed his plans'and intention boasted that ire ha,: it, st•ra•pl•
..1 Ginn): loomo, bad flea rd Styr. to his own crew. Yet
already tO dictate the terms But pride
•••••ri•
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• 1 011/ nal Iley
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indicated more than a loose as a Vascom might isoasi,
dliii, 1 1 ii,, Op int.) the valley.
tongue in a blabbermouth. For his, angt r was at an,
the news to nave reached this point. He unbuckled nis
CHAPTER 5
t, tie
eit I r; 1
Malcolm beard his scion ot the Vascoms so swill- gun wit and
ly, there thut tr.2, 11 traitor in side while 1.tivitt
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outside tile cabin,
Wagon Wiled s crew.
Mimic twisting nu, mouth,
telseit probably meant that it
Johnny returned the stare. pleasa.itly.
tom neiret or scanted another
His lip twisted in contempt.
••You're a fool "
rdid. 'An,.
act se a roproaching.
*Wimt do you think -1.- be I'm going to kill you.
Unio a the eircumstancea. that
asked. 'This is Wagon Wheel
He rushed
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wohei airnast certainly lie
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prowling with tin'
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HERE IS YOUrt, c...1-P•Otia UNITY.
Goad Rawaogh Business now available in Calioaay Ckanity. Write for

ELROY SYKES

88c
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$39.4 MILLION OIL - Salad
oil king Anthony (Tino) De
Angelis (above) Is under
federal indictment In Newark, NJ,, on 18 counts
charging him with transport-

and
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Ii- Seirrate
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NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK, DEN.
ready to accept position by Jan. 7th.
SAVE BIG! DO YOUR OWN RUG
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For local interview write fully to
and upholstery cleaning with Blue
GET YOUR PLAIN SKIRTS. trous- Mr. Buford Calhoun, Box 3511, ChiLustre. Rent electric shampooer $1.
ers and swetiters cleaned for only cago 54, Illinois. State age, educaLOST: ONE 6).2" MILLERS FALLS
Crass Furniture.
j4c
3 for $1.26 or 2 for $1.00 at One Hour tion, experience
phone number.
skill saw and one hammer on N.
Martini...mg. You may mix or match
11th between Sycamore and Olive.
them
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Call 753-4506 or 753-6873.
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SMALL FURNLSITED Apartment,

T
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NG MORE

toot I prefer to kill you with my , produced from a hidden sheath.
glittering,
necillo- pointed
oands if you've got the guts to !the
fia.la hark! It not-" His shrug daggei only inches above Johnny's throat.
The monstrous conceit of the I ( To

St Continued Tomorrow)
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1

Prizes Galore are In Store for 1964's First Baby!
RULES FOR FIRST BABY CONTEST
For the First White Baby Born in Calloway County

I. Winning baby must be born in this
county.
-2.- Parents must be residents of this area.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified
by attending physician.

4. Applications must be received at
Ledger & Tims office by Friday, January 3, 1964.
5. In the event of a tie, the awards will
go to the first received.
1

1

e
L To The Parents of the First Baby of '64
ONE LUBE JOB

A GIFT PACKAGE
FOR THE BABY

Compliments of

Clifford Gulf Service

from -

Five Points

[ Parker's Food Market

-/

1

We Would Like to Present the First
New Baby of '64 with a
SILVER BABY CUP

MURRAY'S
LEADING
DEPARTMENT
STORE

We would like to say Congratulations .‘
to the First Baby of the New Year
wit_hfroamG_ift

Lindsey's Jewelers

COMPLETE
INFANTS
DEPARTMENT

Ryan Shoe Store
,
40441•MMI•r

A NICE GIFT
To The Mother of the
First Baby of 1964

Thurman Furniture Co.

We want to sav Congratulations to the Mother of
the First Babs born in '64 with a

Compliments to the First Baby of '64
2 DOZEN DONUTS

NEGLIGEE and GOWN

- from -

- from

Bakers Dozen
Donut Shop

Mary Lou's
South side Shopping Center

1
4

A REFRESHING SHAMPOO
For the Mother of the First Baby

For The First New Baby of '64
A DIAPER SET

Will Be Given By

- from -

Kutin Kurl Beauty Shop
South Side Shopping(enter
Telephone 753-1682

A NICE GIFT
For the First Baby of 1964_
-

Kiddie's Korner

from

_

Kuhns Variety

"We Major In Minors"

1

A BEAUTIFUL GIFT . . .
For The First New Baby
- from -

Lerman Brothers
DEPARTMENT STORE

$5.00 Worth of
FREE DIAPER SERVICE

A DOZEN BEATIFUL RED ROSES
For the Mother of the First Baby of '64

- from -

Boone's Laundry
Cleaners

- from -

Shirley Florist

•

took What First Baby Cets

.6
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